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PRESIDENT ’S 

Page
                             DAVID PAGE, MD

Following is the inaugural speech given by 193rd Medical Society President Dr. 
David Page, MD, at the virtual OCMS Annual Meeting and Service Awards on 
December 10, 2020.

First, I want to thank all of you for coming out tonight, your support of the 
Medical Society is greatly needed and greatly appreciated.

Second, I would add my congratulations to our award recipients:

Dr. Indu Gupta—congratulating her on her tireless commitment to public 
healthcare delivery and educating our community on the importance of public 
health.

Ryan McMahon—for his excellence in managing our county, being an 
excellent role model in this time of COVID, and keeping Onondaga County 
visible to the leadership in Albany. 

And most importantly, to the family of Dr. Adeline Fagen—a very special 
thanks. Their dedication to preserving the memory of Dr. Fagen and the 
impact COVID has had on all of us is truly a selfless gift to our community.

So, this has been quite the year. In my 35 years as an attending I have seen 
much change in healthcare, but nothing has prepared me for the profound 
change this year has brought to all of us. From shortages of PPE to the repeated 
surges of COVID 19, our profession has been profoundly challenged. It does 
not matter what specialty you are in, or what environment you practice in. 
Every day is a challenge. Thankfully, there is the pending vaccination program 
that will start this month, giving us a pathway out of the pandemic. 

However, it is unclear what the lasting changes that the pandemic has fostered 

Click here to watch 193rd OCMS 
President Dr. David Page’s live address.

Incoming President’s Address 

https://youtu.be/51wV_q1ayKM
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will have on the practice of medicine. The need for one voice to advocate for all 
physicians has never been greater. The role of the Medical Society at the local 
and state level, to provide that advocacy and leadership, has never been more 
important. 

Dr. Fedor outlined just a few of the Medical Society’s accomplishments this 
year, to which I would add payment parity advocacy. This advocacy stance 
resulted in physicians being reimbursed equally for the time we spend with 
our patients. Whether it is face to face, a video or a telephonic visit. This policy, 
adopted by just about all payers, has allowed many of us to keep our offices 
open and our staff employed. The Medical Society at the state and local level 
was a loud voice in advocating for this payment policy. In my mind, it is the 
single most important achievement of the past year. Without payment parity, 
many of us would have closed our practices. 

This one example shows the importance of speaking with one voice and 
advocating for all physicians. It also emphasizes the importance of keeping the 
Medical Society energized with good leadership and, more importantly, a large 
representative membership, so our common needs can be addressed with the 
authority of a representative society.

To energize the changes the Medical Society needs to accomplish, OCMS 
brought on board a new executive director about a year ago. Then COVID-19 
came and provided a challenge the Medical Society has rarely faced in its 200+ 
years of existence. Also greatly complicating the new executive director’s role 
was the loss of all the traditional earned income sources, such as the NYS fair 
and the “Ask the Carriers” program. For those who do not know, Erika Barry 
is our sort of new executive director. She started her role in the summer of 
2019. She has brought a new face to the Medical Society; new ideas and great 
energy to OCMS. While I am sure Erika did not anticipate what her role would 
look like in the time of COVID, she has aggressively worked on understanding 
healthcare and understanding the needs of the physician community. She has 
many great ideas for continuing the advocacy role of the Medical Society. She 

“The role of the Medical Society at the local and 

state level, to provide that advocacy and leadership, 

has never been more important.”
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has worked tirelessly on preserving the role and the survival of the Medical 
Society. Her role deserves our support. Her leadership--combined with the 
medical leadership provided by the Executive Council--will allow the Medical 
Society to grow and have a positive impact on our professional lives. Our 
continued support, through our annual dues, provides the fuel for the support 
we will all need in the future. 

My goals for next year are:

1. To increase the membership of the Medical Society.

2. To develop quality programming to help our offices and physicians’ 
practice more effectively and adapt to the never-ending changes 
in health care delivery. One such example of this is the program 
currently being offered on the E+M changes that start on January 1st. 

3.  To understand the needs of all of our members, whether they work in 
a large healthcare delivery system or are in solo private practice. Then 
we will develop educational and advocacy programs that address their 
needs. 

We have a lot of work in front of us, your support is needed and appreciated. 
Again, thank you for coming out tonight.

David Page, MD, practices family medicine in Camillus with a focus on Geriatrics. 
In the past several years he has developed an integrated behavioral health program 
for his office as well as developing a continuity of care program for his patients 
with complex medical needs. He is past medical director of the Accountable Care 
Coalition of CNY, the first MSSP in central New York. Prior to this role, Dr. Page 
was president of Family Care Medical group for 17 years. The group grew from 
16 to 65 physicians in that time, adopted an EMR in 1999 and developed several 
innovative programs over the years to help control health care costs and to keep 
physicians in a leadership role as healthcare has evolved. FCMG also started 
with population management programs around 2010, giving the group valuable 
experience for changes we are all working through now. During this time he has 
maintained a full time medical practice in Family Medicine. Dr. Page is a past 
president of the Onondaga County Medical Society. He serves as the board chair  
of HealtheConnections, our local regional health information organization. He is 
the board chair for the health advisory committee for the Onondaga county health 
commissioner. He is the father of 3, lives with his wife of 37 years and enjoys 
hiking, skiing, scuba diving and photography.
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GOLF COURSE SETTING
Gracious ranch nestled on the 7th fairway 
of the OGCC golf course. Home includes 9’ 
ceilings, hardwoods, crown and dentil moldings, 
Bermuda blinds, custom built-ins and laundry 
on both 1st floor and lower level. Entryway leads 
to the formal living room with wood burning 
fireplace. The kitchen has plenty of cabinetry 
and granite counter-tops. The 3 season porch 
overlooks a stone patio and gorgeous yard. 
There is a master en-suite and 2 additional 
bedrooms plus a full and half bath. Lower 
level with family room, wood burning fireplace 
and kitchenette. Two car attached garage. 
Perfect location to shopping, schools, hospitals, 
universities and downtown. Jamesville-Dewitt 
schools!
36lynacresboulevard.howardhanna.com 
$339,900

It Costs No More To Hire The Top Producers!

Diane M. Ragan, CRS
Licensed Associate R.E. Broker
(315) 427-0528 (D)

R. Matthew Ragan, J.D., LL.M
Licensed R.E. Salesperson
(315) 399-7767 (D)

6866 E. Genesee St. • Fayetteville, NY 13066

Over 38 million dollars in sales in 2020!

PRIVATE RETREAT
A circular drive, leading to a quiet cul-de-sac 
welcomes you to this 8350 Sq. Ft. home nestled 
on 2.35 acres. Attention to detail include a 
dramatic entry with crystal chandelier, grand 
staircase, walnut floors, coffered ceilings, 
judges paneling, built-ins and privacy window 
automation. The gourmet kitchen with wall to wall 
cabinets that surround 2 marble islands and Wolf 
appliances opens to the family room offset by a 
veranda with wet bar & fireplace that overlooks 
the magnificent pool. The formal dining room, 
bedroom and 1-1/2 baths complete the first level. 
There are 3 en-suites including grand master, a 
study area and laundry center up. Lower level 
walkout w/family room, in-law suite, kitchenette, 
full gym & laundry. Backyard features outdoor 
kitchen, gunite sport pool & spillover spa that 
overlooks the custom gas fire pit.
5089wentworthdrive.howardhanna.com
$1,749,900

STUNNING TRANSITIONAL
The 2 story dramatic entry welcomes you to this 
Klepper Built Custom home. Gorgeous finishes 
include gleaming hardwoods, transoms, French 
doors, crown & cove moldings and wainscoting. 
The wonderful floor plan boasts a formal living 
room, inviting dining room and appliance-rich 
kitchen with gas cook-top, loads of cabinets, 
island and French doors that lead to the patio. 
The family room features a gas fireplace and 
handy built-ins. The study, powder room & 
laundry center complete main level. There 
are 4 generous bedrooms & 2 full baths up.  
Lower level has a family room, kitchenette, full 
bath and walk-up to the 3 car garage. Perfect 
location to schools, shopping, restaurants, 
highways, universities, hospitals and downtown. 
Jamesville-Dewitt schools. 
611waitsfielddriven.howardhanna.com
$674,900

INVITING OPEN FLOOR PLAN
Wonderful open floor plan offering a gourmet 
kitchen complete with quartz countertops, 
stainless appliances including a Viking Range, 
microwave, island wine chiller and refrigerator. 
The great room with beamed ceiling, dining 
area, living space and slider that opens to a 
balcony with a south facing exposure. There 
are 2 bedrooms both featuring walk-in closets, 
2 full baths and laundry complete with washer 
and dryer. There are 2 tandem parking spaces 
and one storage unit in the garage. Outdoor 
gated parking lot available for resident guests. 
Enjoy downtown living in this great location. 
Walk to shopping and restaurants. Minutes 
from SU campus, hospitals and highways.
211WJeffersonStreet.howardhanna.com
$334,900

MISSION LANDING PENTHOUSE
This 3 story penthouse features a dramatic 
great room with magnificent windows and 
grand sweeping staircase, a hearth warmed 
living room, formal dining room with built-ins 
and skylights, a gourmet kitchen with service 
entry and an inviting study. A bedroom, 
full bath, 2 half baths and laundry center 
complete the main level. The 2nd floor master 
en-suite with 2 full baths, large walk-in closet 
and fireplace. There is a fabulous roof-top 
terrace complete with mini bar and wrap 
around deck boasting mile long views. Enjoy 
garage parking, tennis courts and a HOA. 
In the heart of downtown with easy access 
to Onondaga Creek Walk, restaurants, 
shopping and hospitals.
429NFranklinStreet.howardhanna.com
$724,500

SPACIOUS RANCH
Wonderful spacious ranch boasts generous 
rooms and beautiful hardwood floors 
throughout. Light and bright eat-in kitchen with 
granite countertops and family room with gas 
fireplace that leads to enclosed porch. Home 
includes 4 bedrooms, 2-1/2 lovely baths with 
furniture quality vanities, granite, stone and 
ceramic touches. There is a huge lower level 
that could be perfect for an added game room. 
The home has vinyl siding, a 2 car garage and 
a beautifully landscaped yard. Great location, 
walk or bike through neighborhood to Mott 
Road elementary school, playground and 
walking trails. This lovely home is just minutes 
to shopping, schools, universities, hospitals 
and downtown. 
101BritainRoad.howardhanna.com
$299,900
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OUTGOING 

President’s Remarks
JUSTIN FEDOR, DO

When I began in this role, we had no idea what 2020 would bring. OCMS 
had planned a year packed with in-person networking, conferences 

and CME, and community outreach– long before the term social-distancing 
had any meaning. We kicked off the year with our Ski Weekend at Hunter 
Mountain and a Happy Hour at Maxwells, hosted a Blood Drive at Drumlins, 
and in March we convened in Albany for our annual Lobby Day—at a moment 
when avoiding handshakes was still just an awkward novelty and not a reflex.

As this community found itself in the middle of the pandemic, the Onondaga 
County Medical Society pivoted, focusing on getting resources to our 
healthcare workers on the front lines. We have creatively tried to offer up 
support and solutions wherever needed, from spurring local businesses 
to produce hand sanitizer, to providing cloth masks and n95s, to ensuring 
members had up-to-date information on the virus and targeted legal resources. 

With this past year such a whirlwind, let me highlight some additional ways in 
which your County and State Medical Societies have been supporting you:

• Highlighting our members in the media and sharing public health 
messaging 

• Recruiting volunteers for hotspots and local surge

• Securing liability protections for care related to COVID-19 

Click here to watch  
Dr. Fedor’s live outgoing remarks.

Dr. Justin Fedor, the Outgoing 
Medical Society President, made 
the following remarks at the Virtual 
OCMS Annual Meeting and Service 
Awards, December 10, 2020:

https://youtu.be/GOSwLgOnowQ
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• Defeating the proposals to reduce OPMC due-process protections and to 
have physicians incur Excess Liability costs

• Staving off deep cuts to Medicaid

• Advocating for flexibility in PPP, CARES Act, and Medicare Advance 
funding and helping physicians access these stimulus funds to keep their 
practices afloat. 

• Launching the new Peer to Peer statewide helpline for doctors experiencing 
COVID-19-related stress and mental health challenges

• Maintaining ongoing contact with the Governor’s office, New York State 
DOH, and local elected officials regarding PPE availability, financial distress 
caused by shutdowns, and COVID-19 testing challenges.

Like many of you, my day-to-day activities have dramatically changed 
during the pandemic. From a professional perspective, the two busy urgent 
cares I oversee have transformed from the routine sprains and lacerations 
to overwhelming COVID-related concerns and making sure all personnel 
have the correct PPE. From a personal perspective, my wife and I have had 
conversations about where what we do if I contract the virus, or upon getting 
home in an effort to not transfer any potential virus I have to try to sneak in 
the house to shower and change clothes before my two small children run at 
me looking for a hug from dad.

I’m so proud of the work this physician community has been doing, and I am 
inspired by the sacrifices so many of you are making. We see you, we honor 
you, and we will continue to have your back. 

As I conclude my term as President, I’d like to thank my family, and the 
Board and staff of the Medical Society, for all of your support during this past 
difficult year.

Justin Fedor, DO 
Outgoing President 
Onondaga County Medical Society
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LET TER FROM THE 

Executive Director
ERIKA BARRY, MPA

Erika Barry, MPA
OCMS Executive Director

Dear Members,

On December 10th, OCMS hosted our 2020 
Annual Meeting and Service Awards. It was a 
perfect way to cap off the year, giving us a chance 
to look back at the many challenges and losses 
we have faced in 2020 and to celebrate those who 
have stepped up in ordinary and extraordinary 
ways. What a needed moment of pause and 
reflection and togetherness—even if it was over 
Zoom!

Besides the moving acceptance speeches by award 
winners (watch Dr. Indu Gupta here and County 

Executive McMahon here and the Fagan family here), and the surprise and 
delightful appearance of Dr Fedor’s adorable children, another highlight was 
Dr. Thomas’s fantastic presentation on the Pfizer vaccine. If you missed it, you 
can watch it here now—it’s full of great information you may want to share 
with your friends and patients. I am pleased to be working alongside our new 
President Dr. Page, as I know how much of his time and thinking is spent 
identifying gaps that the Medical Society can help fill. His speech outlining his 
priorities and vision for the coming year is available here. Thank you again to 
all the sponsors who made this event possible. 

Carl Jung once wrote, “dawn is born at midnight.” The vaccines that have been 
approved offer all of us so much hope as we enter the new year. Watching the 
trucks roll out of Michigan and then watching nurses and doctors line up to 
get their first shots was a surprisingly emotional moment for me. This was 
truly a moonshot, and it is an incredible testament to science and human 
ingenuity and accomplishment that such a feat was achieved so quickly. I feel 
great relief knowing that those of you who are putting your health on the 
line each day will have another tool in your toolbox to keep you—and your 
patients—safe. 

https://youtu.be/5G83uXhWA1M
https://youtu.be/Mvv-PLqMAUA
https://youtu.be/LWOmJI_0-6M
https://youtu.be/8NiS53vYXeM
https://youtu.be/51wV_q1ayKM
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During this dark winter and midnight, may you see the rays of light that are 
beginning to shine. May you feel together even when apart, may you feel that 
your work is meaningful and your efforts appreciated, and may you feel some 
sense of assurance knowing that the Medical Society and your esteemed peers 
within our Executive Council leadership will be working hard to get you and 
your patients everything needed to combat this terrible virus. 

I wish you and all those you love a wonderful, if unconventional, holiday 
season and a hopeful New Year.

Be Well,

Erika Barry 
Executive Director

Connect with us:  twitter.com/OnondagaCMS 

 instagram.com/OnMedDocs/ 

 facebook.com/OnondagaMedicalSocietyNY 

http://twitter.com/OnondagaCMS 
http://instagram.com/OnMedDocs/ 
http://facebook.com/OnondagaMedicalSocietyNY
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001m1bjGWXcA7XkUKTcTVFkZAbfraNUruv5W3NmbngkO2ZPdxxtQ-JnWoLt65nRhDhir9I_kcvkOlnolgCh859S6ECdUsmHKLVeSk27Rq9TpaMQBVncZ0yxqQcfLpstnCT1rro85Aev6I4CA1ntK-fZJ_EQs0OgOi4s&c=RbGQ8GHd-4UKBhNTHk_BO8349PVuUtoiCmFhqYXAeSrn5xyQVpeIWQ==&ch=6i5fsUrRB_HxgQsfSpE2UCJ66xL13zVfjmU_jUaxYTAHFJMFDYscUA==
https://www.instagram.com/OnMedDocs/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001m1bjGWXcA7XkUKTcTVFkZAbfraNUruv5W3NmbngkO2ZPdxxtQ-JnWnTBDBLbNCn6XjGIOZlEolQYZwYKNrLmgoGuf4Jl5vNDhFyc0xFq44Q3uZtwUdZ1X_DhpJDz2pXM1tYHv2C9Ir9nD9kUdJ0ffeV0u1kXohh6-_9hRtqzqswaEs8Z6eYetA==&c=RbGQ8GHd-4UKBhNTHk_BO8349PVuUtoiCmFhqYXAeSrn5xyQVpeIWQ==&ch=6i5fsUrRB_HxgQsfSpE2UCJ66xL13zVfjmU_jUaxYTAHFJMFDYscUA==
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The Onondaga County Medical Society’s Annual Meeting and Service 
Awards was held on Thursday, December 10, 2020. David Page, MD, was 

installed as the Medical Society’s 193rd president. He succeeds Justin Fedor, DO. 

Executive Council officers, delegates, at-large members and ex-officio members 
installed that evening include: 

OCMS Executive Council Officers 

David Page, MD, practices family medicine in Camillus 
with a focus on Geriatrics. He has developed an integrated 
behavioral health program for his office as well as developing 
a continuity of care program for his patients with complex 
medical needs. He is past medical director of the Accountable 
Care Coalition of CNY, the first MSSP in CNY. Prior to 
this role, Dr. Page was president of Family Care Medical 
group for 17 years. The group adopted an EMR in 1999 and 

developed several innovative programs over the years to help control health 
care costs and to keep physicians in a leadership role as healthcare has evolved. 
Dr. Page serves as the board chair of HealtheConnections, our local regional 
health information organization. He is the board chair for the health advisory 
committee for the Onondaga County Health Commissioner.  

Robert Dracker, MD, MHA, MBA, CPI, is board certified in 
Pediatrics, Transfusion Medicine, and as a Certified Physician 
Investigator. Dr. Dracker is also certified in Managed 
Care Medicine and in Quality Assurance and Utilization 
Review. He served as Medical Director of the Transfusion 
Medicine Service at University Hospital for five years prior 
to his current position as founder and Medical Director 

ONONDAGA COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

Annual Meeting 
            & Service Awards

DECEMBER 10, 2020

President

President Elect
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of Summerwood Pediatrics and Infusacare Medical Services since 1993. Dr. 
Dracker has been actively involved in the area of clinical research, cord blood 
banking and stem cell transplant. He was the medical director of The Biocyte 
Corporation which facilitated the first cord blood transplant in the United 
States. He was also the founding Executive Medical Director of the Americord 
Corporation and still serves in that capacity. He has been Chairman of the 
Heart, Lung and Cancer Committee for the Medical Society of New York State 
from 2015 to the present time. He also serves as a board member of the Office 
of Professional Conduct for the New York State Department of Health. He 
is currently the president of the Alumni Foundation of the SUNY College of 
Medicine in Syracuse, and vice president of the Onondaga County Medical 
Society. He is actively involved in ongoing basic science and clinical research, 
particularly involving intravenous therapies, vaccine development, cord blood 
stem cell procurement and has published over 80 abstract and articles. He is a 
board member of Charity for Children, WCNY, Multiple Sclerosis Resources 
and a sponsor of the MOST and its annual student science fair.

Digant Nanavati, MD, Diplomat of ABFP, is a board 
certified family physician and has practiced family medicine 
in the Syracuse area for the last 23 years. He is a clinical 
assistant professor in the Department of Family Medicine at 
SUNY Upstate Medical University and is involved in training 
students at LeMoyne College for both the Nurse Practitioner 
and Physician Assistant Programs. Dr. Nanavati believes in 
the importance of community based private practice and 

high quality patient centered interactions. He is currently practicing at Brighton 
Medical Associates with Family Care Medical Group, and serves on the boards 
of Crouse Hospital ACO and Practice Resources Limited and is the Medical 
Director for Jamesville-DeWitt and Lafayette School Districts. He is also 
passionate about integrating technology to improve patient care and has developed 
digital patient engagement solutions through his company, PepTalk Health. 

Lynn M. Cleary, MD, MACP, is Professor of Medicine at 
Upstate Medical University and a SUNY Distinguished 
Teaching Professor. Board certified in Internal Medicine, she 
is a clinician and educator, and serves as Vice President for 
Academic Affairs. Dr. Cleary is a member of the University 
Executive Committee and works with deans and faculty on 
educational program planning, assessment and evaluation, 
university accreditation, institutional effectiveness, 

interprofessional education, and the university simulation center. She has 

Vice President

Secretary
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received teaching awards at Upstate and nationally, including the AAMC/AOA 
Robert J. Glaser Distinguished Teacher Award in 2017. Dr. Cleary is a Master of 
the American College of Physicians, past President of the New York chapter of 
the American College of Physicians, Honorary Member for Life of the National 
Board of Medical Examiners, and President-Elect of the Board of Directors 
of Alpha Omega Alpha, the national honor society for medical students and 
physicians. 

Michael Sheehan, MD, is a Syracuse native. He has served as 
treasurer on the OCMS Executive Council for several years. 
Dr. Sheehan is Board Certified in Internal Medicine, Allergy 
and Immunology. He is a member of the American Academy 
and a Fellow of the American College of Allergy, Asthma 
and Immunology. Dr. Sheehan joined his father’s practice 
in Syracuse in 1994 and has been seeing patients ever since. 
He now only practices Allergy and Clinical Immunology, 

specifically dealing with Immunodeficiency. He has broad clinical experience in 
patient care. 

Justin Fedor, DO, is a Family Medicine physician with St. 
Joseph’s Physicians and the Medical Director of Fulton and 
Central Square Urgent Cares as well as the Medical Director 
for CNS School District. He graduated from the New York 
Institute of Technology College of Osteopathic Medicine and 
completed his family medicine residency and internship at St. 
Joseph’s Hospital Health Center in Syracuse.

Dr. Fedor currently chairs the Onondaga County Medical 
Society’s Young Physicians Committee and enjoys spending time with his 
growing family.

Hiba Bilal, DO, is a third-year internal medicine resident 
at SUNY Upstate Medical University and is pursuing a 
fellowship in Rheumatology. She received her medical degree 
at Nova Southeastern University in Fort Lauderdale, FL and 
returned to her family in Syracuse to complete her medical 
training at Upstate. She balances her clinical responsibilities 
with her personal interests in community outreach and 
resident wellness events to promote resilience. In her free 
time, she enjoys being outdoors, running and experimenting 

with cooking new types of food.

Treasurer

Past President

Resident  
Representative
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Eunice Choe is a second-year medical student from 
Plattsburgh, NY. She graduated from Brandeis University 
in 2017 with majors in Biology and Health: Science, Society 
and Policy. At Upstate, she serves as the SUNY Upstate 
AMA/MSSNY student chapter president. Her vision is to 
engage medical students in organized medicine so that they 
are prepared to advocate for their patients and practices 
in the future. She is fortunate to work with peers who are 
also passionate about researching healthcare issues, writing 

resolutions, and collaborating with Syracuse University Law students and the 
Onondaga County Medical Society. Eunice is also active in the Rural Medical 
Scholars Program, the Christian Medical Fellowship, and various volunteering 
opportunities through the Center for Civic Engagement. Her current specialty 
interests are Geriatrics and General Preventive Medicine.

Welcome to the OCMS Executive Council!
OCMS is so pleased to have the following new Delegates and Ex-Officio 
members join us!

OCMS Delegates to MSSNY

Daryll C. Dykes, PhD, MD, JD, FACS, is an internationally 
recognized orthopedic surgeon specializing in adult and 
pediatric spine surgery. He is a native of Syracuse and 
alumnus of Onondaga Community College and Syracuse 
University. In 2015, Dr. Dykes was selected for the prestigious 
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation Health Policy Fellowship 
in Washington, D.C., where he served as a staff member on 

the U.S. House of Representatives’ Committee on Energy and Commerce—the 
congressional committee with the broadest legislative and oversite jurisdiction 
over health and healthcare in the United States In 2018, Dr. Dykes joined the 
Orthopedic Surgery faculty at SUNY Upstate Medical University. As Upstate’s 
Chief Diversity Officer, he serves on the University’s executive leadership team 
and the College of Medicine Dean’s Executive Committee.  

Medical Student 
Representative
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Seetha Ramanathan, MBBS, EMPA, is a psychiatrist and 
assistant professor of psychiatry at SUNY Upstate Medical 
University. She serves as the Medical Director of Outpatient 
Adult Psychiatry, Division Chief of Maternal Mental Health 
and Research Director for Suicide Prevention. Before joining 
Upstate, Dr Ramanathan worked at Hutchings Psychiatry 
Center, a NYS Office of Mental Health facility for 7 years. 

Dr. Ramanathan has been actively involved in the development of a number 
of community-oriented clinical programs including specialized services for 
maternal mental health and suicide prevention (ASSIP). She has also been 
actively involved in several community-based mental health activities, related 
to increasing awareness about mental illnesses, and infant and early childhood 
mental health. Dr Ramanathan has over 30 peer-reviewed publications and 
has received funding from NIH, SAMHSA, NARSAD, Health Foundation of 
Western and Central NY and the ZeroToThree Foundation.

Luba Leontieva, MD, PhD, is an Assistant Professor at 
SUNY Upstate Medical University in the Department 
of Psychiatry. Dr. Leontieva’s focus is on psychiatric 
treatment, psychotherapy (Brief dynamic; DDP -Dynamic 
Deconstructive Psychotherapy for Borderline Personality 
Disorder; CBT), EMDR and Motivational Interviewing. 
Dr. Leontieva is fluent in Russian and English. She has 

lead numerous research projects with residents and medical students. Her 
most recent publication was titled “Suicide Attempt in a 38-Year-Old Patient 
on Varenicline While Intoxicated With Alcohol.” Dr. Leontieva was recently 
recognized for 15 years of Service at SUNY Upstate, and received an award for 
Excellence in Medical Students Education.

OCMS Alternate Delegate to MSSNY

Zachary Visco grew up in Chapel Hill, North Carolina and 
attended Duke University for his biomedical engineering 
degree. He then moved to Syracuse to pursue his medical 
degree from SUNY Upstate Medical University. He is 
particularly interested in the intersection of medicine and 
technology, and he has been actively involved in numerous 
projects that combine his interests in engineering and 

medical accessibility. He is currently applying for a residency in Orthopedic 
Surgery. He previously served on the OCMS Executive Council during his 

https://www.cureus.com/articles/36612-suicide-attempt-in-a-38-year-old-patient-on-varenicline-while-intoxicated-with-alcohol
https://www.cureus.com/articles/36612-suicide-attempt-in-a-38-year-old-patient-on-varenicline-while-intoxicated-with-alcohol
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second-year of medical school as the Medical Student Representative. He is 
excited to rejoin the OCMS Executive Council as an Alternate Delegate. In his 
free time, he enjoys running, cooking, watching movies, and programming. 

OCMS Members At-Large

Beth Cady Burghardt, MD, is a born and bred Central 
New Yorker who grew up in the hills south of Syracuse. Her 
father, Duane Cady, was a prominent Syracuse surgeon, and 
her mother Joyce a stay-at-home mom and school teacher 
who in retirement accompanied Duane on his long career in 
organized medicine. Dr. Burghardt’s professional interests 
include care of the professional voice, sinus surgery and 

pediatric otolaryngology. With her husband Frederick and three young adult 
daughters, Beth enjoys all sorts of outdoor activities including deer hunting, 
Adirondack hiking, wake surfing and horseback riding. 

Susan Levinsohn, MD, works as an assistant clinical 
professor at SUNY Upstate Medical University in the 
Department of Preventative and Family Practice. Here 
she created the Wellness Curriculum for the new Family 
Medicine residency and co-created the Food as Medicine 
course for medical students. She continues to be involved 
in these courses and loves being able to teach the next 
generation of doctors. She is now in the process of founding 

and developing Willow Health Integrative Medicine. WHIM is the first family 
practice in Syracuse which is committed to Integrative Medicine and will 
function as a direct primary care practice. Its planned start date is winter, 2021.

Matt Procopio, MD, was born and raised in Baldwinsville, 
NY. He graduated from Baker High School in 2006, LeMoyne 
College in 2010, and American University of Antigua College 
of Medicine in 2014. He completed his family medicine 
residency training at UHS in Johnson City, NY in 2017. He 
is currently practicing as a family medicine physician for 
Family Care Medical Group at 436 Hinsdale Rd in Camillus.  

He lives in Baldwinsville, NY with his wife, Emily (who is a nurse practitioner 
at SUNY Upstate), and son, Benicio. Dr. Procopio is an avid Syracuse sports 
fan (Go Orange!) and enjoys skiing, golf, and spending time with family and 
friends.
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Anna Shapiro, MD, is an Associate Professor of Radiation 
Oncology at Upstate Medical University. She is a board-
certified radiation oncologist who specializes in the 
treatment of breast CNS and hepatobiliary cancers. It is her 
goal to provide compassionate and personalized care for her 
patients.

She has a particular interest in the use of conformal radiation 
techniques that help to reduce treatment-related side effects and minimize 
normal tissue toxicity, such as intraoperative radiation therapy (IORT) and 
SBRT. She works closely with the breast and surgical oncology teams at 
Upstate Medical University to provide the best multidisciplinary care for her 
patients. In addition, Dr. Shapiro was trained in Gamma Knife Radiosurgery 
at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center - Center for Image-Guided 
Neurosurgery. Dr. Shapiro has published research on CNS, prostate and breast 
cancers and serves as a principal investigator on a number of intergroup 
clinical trials. She serves as a chair of the scientific program committee. She 
enjoys helping patients through a difficult time in their lives.

OCMS Ex-Officio Institutional Members

Philip A. Falcone, MD, MHL, FACS, is board-certified in 
Plastic Surgery. As Chief Medical Officer of St. Joseph’s 
Health, he provides service to the medical staff and hospital 
leadership in order to assist them in fulfilling their mission, 
plans and objectives which include their responsibilities to 
the patient and the community for the provision of high 
quality outcomes and cost effective care. He is lead in the 

clinical team at St. Joseph’s Health to achieve superlative levels of care and 
services provided and advise senior leadership on matters impacting patient 
care and regulatory functions.

Seth Kronenberg, MD, serves as Chief Operating Officer and 
Chief Medical Officer for Crouse Health. Dr. Kronenberg has 
oversight over all clinical operations at Crouse Health and 
maintains leadership responsibility and strategic oversight for 
all physician activities. He also has leadership responsibility 
for strategic affiliations, quality improvement and population 
health. A board-certified internist, Dr. Kronenberg previously 

practiced at Internists Associates of Central New York and Crouse Medical 
Practice. He joined Internist Associates of Central New York in 2001, becoming 
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managing partner in 2005. In 2010, Internist Associates became part of 
Crouse Medical Practice, PLLC, and he was appointed medical director. Dr. 
Kronenberg is a member of the boards of directors of Syracuse Community 
Health Center, Community Memorial Hospital, HealtheConnections and the 
Central New York Care Collaborative.

Amy Tucker, MD, a cardiologist, joined Upstate in 2017 
as director of adult ambulatory services. She previously 
served on the faculty of the University of Virginia and as 
chief medical officer for Locus Health LLC. Most recently, 
she was an associate professor of medicine at the University 
of Virginia (UVA), and is a practicing cardiologist. Dr. 
Tucker earned a master’s degree in health care management 

from the Harvard School of Public Health and earned her medical degree and 
undergraduate degrees at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill.

Home Care Services
• Nascentia at Home (CHHA)
• Nascentia Home Aides (LHCSA)
• Independent @ Home (CDPAP)
• Eldercare Social Day Program
• CCH Homecare & Palliative Services

888.477.4663    |   nascentiahealth.org

Proud sponsor of the 
Onondaga County Medical Society

Insurance Plans 
• Nascentia Dual Advantage (D-SNP)
• Nascentia Skilled Nursing Facility 

(I-SNP)
• Nascentia Health Options (MLTC)

Foundations
• Eldercare Foundation

• VNA Foundation of Central New York

Serving our community for 130 years

Returning OCMS Delegates 

Thank you to the following delegates and alternate delegates to MSSNY as 
they begin a new term:

MaryAnn Millar, MD Philip Kaplan, MD
Ruth Hart, MD Richard Semeran, MD

http://www.nascentiahealth.org
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Keynote Speaker

STEPHEN THOMAS, MD

Chief of the Infectious Disease Division at  

Upstate Medical University Hospital and lead Principal Investigator  

for the Pfizer/BioNTech global phase 3 COVID-19 vaccine trial 

The Onondaga County Medical Society welcomed Dr. Stephen Thomas, 

MD, as our keynote speaker at the virtual Annual Meeting and Service 

Awards on December 10, 2020. Dr. Thomas provided a thorough overview of 

the safety and efficacy of the new Pfizer/BioTech vaccine, and this presentation 

was immediately following his national update with CNN. Thank you Dr. 

Thomas! So happy to count you as an esteemed Medical Society Member. 

Click here to view Dr. Thomas’s live COVID-19 vaccine update. Click here to 

download his PowerPoint presentation. 

https://www.facebook.com/UpstateMedicalUniversity/videos/upstates-dr-stephen-thomas-speaks-with-cnn/2848162322139948/
https://youtu.be/8NiS53vYXeM
http://www.oncms.org/files/OMS_COVID%20VAX_10DEC2020.pdf
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Onondaga County Executive J. Ryan McMahon, II, you are being honored 
tonight by the Onondaga County Medical Society for your outstanding service 
to our community during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.

As County Executive, you have provided the public with regular updates and 
hard data as the virus spread through our community so that we had the 
information necessary to make good decisions and stay safe.

You worked to ensure that our hospitals were not overrun, and our medical 
infrastructure remained intact. 

In partnership with Upstate Medical University, the County established the 
COVID-19 triage hotline for people to call to determine if they should be 
tested, and its Health and Emergency Management teams worked with the 
Syracuse Community Health Center to set-up a drive-thru testing site. 

The County’s Emergency Management Services department put in round-the-

CITATION OF AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY

Onondaga County Medical Society

Presented To

ONONDAGA COUNTY EXECUTIVE  
J. RYAN MCMAHON, II

Click here to play the live video award.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mvv-PLqMAUA&list=PL_g5K5AByrMOHHZ8g4B8xaVCIy46VhfE8&index=3
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clock hours, working with our hospitals, doctors’ offices, schools, assisted care 
facilities and so many others to ensure they had the PPE, test kits, ventilators or 
whatever else they needed. EMS distributed over one million pieces of PPE to 
over 750 organizations in our community--and got it to them quickly.

In partnership with Syracuse University, the County provided free hotel rooms 
to COVID-19 frontline healthcare workers who were concerned about going 
back home to their loved ones after working their shifts. The County also 
provided free childcare to all essential workers, regardless of income, and our 
community had peace of mind knowing our frontline heroes could go to work 
and help us defeat this virus. Onondaga County was one of only two counties 
in New York State to provide this service.

As a community over the past year, we were tested mentally, physically 
and economically, but under your leadership we banded together to starve 
COVID-19, reopen our economy, and continue to provide needed services to 
those who are most vulnerable. Your bold, aggressive and inclusive vision for 
our community is unwavering, and your mantra throughout 2020 has been, 
“We are all in this together.” 

Despite all of the challenges of 2020, the Onondaga County 2021 budget is 
balanced, makes strategic investments that ensure our County continues its 
economic recovery, and dedicates additional resources to continue the fight 
against COVID-19. This is a huge achievement given the fact that, unlike other 
counties in New York State, Onondaga County received no direct aid from the 
federal government to battle the pandemic. 

Your performance as County Executive is a testament to what can be achieved 
when our community leaders collaborate and draw on the ingenuity and 
resourcefulness of our County workforce. 

The Onondaga County Medical Society is pleased and proud to present to 
you, J. Ryan McMahon, II, with the 2020 Award for Outstanding Service to the 
Community.
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Know all by these presents that Indu Gupta, MD, MPH, MA, FACP, is held 
in high esteem for her distinguished service to physicians, hospitals, and the 
community. 

Dr. Indu Gupta, as Commissioner of Health at the Onondaga County Health 
Department under leadership of County Executive Ryan McMahon, you have 
worked to provide data-driven medical guidance and policy recommendations, 
both before and during the COVID-19 pandemic, to the County Executive and 
to our community. 

You continue to lead Onondaga County’s strong public health response to the 
ongoing pandemic, and to protect the health of community residents. Your 
strong commitment is evidenced by your open, regular communication and 
availability to physicians and the general public, who have sought answers 
throughout this COVID-19 pandemic. Your medical expertise has been 
invaluable in the determination of policy decisions at the local and state 
level. You have played a key role in the implementation of work to test, track, 
and isolate the virus, and to that end you have fostered close collaboration 

Click here to play the live video award.

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Onondaga County Medical Society

Presented To

INDU GUPTA, MD, MPH, MA, FACP

https://youtu.be/5G83uXhWA1M
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between the Onondaga County Health Department and health systems and 
organizations in the public and private sector. 

You are now tasked with overseeing and implementing the New York State 
guided COVID-19 vaccine distribution and administration plan in Onondaga 
County, and you have pledged to continue to remind the community to follow 
public health measures to prevent transmission of the virus in Onondaga 
County to save lives.

You were appointed Onondaga County Commissioner of Health in November 
2014. As the Commissioner of Health, you have dedicated all your efforts to 
identify the health priorities in our community through a robust Community 
Health Assessment process and to work toward implementing the Community 
Health Improvement Plan with strong community engagement. 

You have said that it is your belief that bridging public health and the 
healthcare sector is the key to improving health outcomes in Onondaga 
County. Under your leadership, the Onondaga County Health Department 
achieved national accreditation for the first time through the Public Health 
Accreditation Board (PHAB).

In addition to your duties as Onondaga County Health Commissioner, 
you serve as co-chair of the Onondaga County Drug Task Force, and have 
served on the executive committee of the local antipoverty initiative, Greater 
Syracuse H.O.P.E., to raise awareness that economic policies influence health 
outcomes and to advocate for the integration of principles of health equity 
and “Health in All Policies”. You also serve as the Vice President of New York 
State Association of County Health Officials (NYSACHO), board member of 
New York eHealth Collaborative (NYeC) and the Regional Health Information 
Exchange Organization (RHIO) HealtheConnections. 

Prior to your current role, you were assistant clinical professor at the University 
of California at Los Angeles after being in private practice for more than 15 
years in Syracuse. You completed your medical degree in India; Master of Arts 
in Public Administration and Certificate of Advanced Study in Health Service 
Management and Policy from the Maxwell School at Syracuse University; 
and a Master of Public Health from Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, 
Maryland. You are board certified in Internal Medicine and a Fellow of 
American College of Physicians. 

The Onondaga County Medical Society, in recognition of you, Indu Gupta, 
MD, MPH, MA, FACP, for all of your professional achievements, confers 
upon you its Distinguished Service Award for 2020 as a measure of the high 
appreciation in which you are held by your peers.
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Tonight, we celebrate Dr. Adeline Fagan for her extraordinary advocacy efforts 
on behalf of Medicine and her patients. 

Dr. Fagan’s interest in medicine began when she was just a toddler, walking 
around with a toy stethoscope. At age 10, she developed Reflex Sympathetic 
Dystrophy after a soccer injury, for which she received treatment from 
Syracuse orthopedist Dr. Stephen Albanese. Dr. Albanese engaged with young 
Adeline, teaching her about her condition, diagnosis, and treatment plan. This 
experience forever changed how she understood a doctor’s role and cemented 
her desire to become a physician.

Although she excelled at St. Joseph’s University, graduating Phi Beta Kappa 
with a Bachelor’s of Science in Biology, Dr. Fagan took a gap year before 
entering medical school to care for her non-ambulatory grandmother. 
She became a Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA) at a local hospital, and 
experienced medicine from a different perspective, checking in on patients to 
cheer them up and make sure they were doing well.

Click here to play the live video award.

JERRY HOFFMAN ADVOCACY AWARD
Onondaga County Medical Society

Presented Posthumously To

ADELINE FAGAN, MD

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWOmJI_0-6M&feature=youtu.be
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In her first year at University of Buffalo Jacobs School of Medicine and 
Biomedical Sciences, Dr. Fagan went on a medical mission to Fontaine, Haiti, 
a life changing experience. She would return to Haiti three more times while 
in medical school, for she had found her population: the underserved. As she 
entered her last rotation in OB/GYN, she knew had found the perfect specialty 
for her, one that combined her goals of patient education, compassion for the 
less fortunate, and providing continuity of care.

Dr. Fagan entered her OB/GYN residency in Houston, TX, where every day 
she loved being a doctor. Her fellow OB/GYN residents recalled her “radiating 
kindness.” She was just starting her second year of residency when she 
contracted COVID-19 after working a 12-hour shift in the ER and helping 
to care for COVID patients. She spent the next few weeks fighting the virus; 
however, on September 19, 2020, Dr. Fagan passed away.

Her death touched the heart of so many both at home and abroad. She 
embodied the plight of physicians trying to care for their patients while lacking 
basic Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), and exemplified the selflessness 
and sacrifice of all essential workers who put themselves at risk during this 
pandemic to care for others. 

Dr. Fagan’s commitment to Medicine was based on the belief that, as a doctor, 
she must educate her patients so they could help themselves, be compassionate 
to those less fortunate, and provide continuity of care. 

We thank Dr. Adeline Fagan’s parents, Brant and Adeline Fagan, for accepting 
the Jerry Hoffman Advocacy award on her behalf. Their ongoing advocacy 
efforts in support of medical student scholarships and medical/educational 
assistance to the people of Haiti are a tribute to Dr. Fagan and her legacy.

This $1,000 award is named for Gerald “Jerry” N. Hoffman, who advocated 
passionately on behalf of physicians in Onondaga County for 33 years. It is 
most fitting that Dr. Fagan, with her passion for advocacy and community, 
is the recipient of the Onondaga County Medical Society Jerry Hoffman 
Advocacy Award for 2020.

Editor’s Note: Brant and Mary Ann Fagan, who accepted this posthumous award 
on behalf of their daughter, Dr. Adeline Fagan, are currently exploring how to 
pay tribute to Dr. Fagan’s work and further her advocacy efforts on behalf of the 
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underserved. To that end they will be providing a scholarship to a student whose 
dream it is to become a doctor. In addition, they are going to provide medical/
educational help the people of Fontaine, Haiti. For those who care to donate, visit 
https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-adeline-conquer-covid, or send check to:

Adeline Fagan Tribute 
c/o Brant Fagan 
2360 Ashburn Dr 
La Fayette, NY 13084

https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-adeline-conquer-covid
http://www.EyePlasticCNY.com
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January 17-18, 2020 

Friends and Family Ski and Stay 
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January 17-18, 2020 

Friends and Family Ski and Stay 
 

ONONDAGA COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY

2020 Annual  
Dinner Sponsors

Sponsors
The Onondaga County Medical Society would like to thank  

the following sponsors for their support:
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Thank You Happy Hour Sponsors!

Crouse Health

Employee Benefit Systems

Empower Federal Credit Union

Hematology Oncology

Charles Sellers Company

Thank You Friends of the Onondaga County Medical 
Society Who Contributed to our Event!

Lab Alliance of CNY

Medent

Upstate Medical University Alumni Foundation

Wladis Companies

Anyela’s Winery 

Pastabilities

Pep talk Health

Practice Management Institute
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A Note of Thanks 
from the Hoffman Family

Editor’s Note: We received the following letter from Kathleen Davis, Jerry 
Hoffman’s daughter, following the OCMS Annual Meeting and Service Awards. 
We wanted to share it here with our members, many of whom had the pleasure of 
working alongside Jerry over the years and count him as a colleague and friend.

Thank you very much for making it possible for my parents to participate 
in the OCMS annual meeting this evening. As you know, my father was 

deeply moved by the wonderful gift of the creation of the Jerry Hoffman 
Advocacy Award in 2014. He absolutely loved the Onondaga County Medical 
Society. He considers the work that he did on behalf of this wonderful 
organization and its fine members to be the honor of a lifetime.

Of all the opportunities that working for the OCMS provided to my father, one 
of his favorites was always interacting with the medical students and residents 
in the community. He so enjoyed a glimpse into the future of medicine by 
meeting the wonderful men and women who had committed themselves to a 
life in the service of others.

It is through this lens that I can say with absolute certainty that my father is 
truly humbled, honored and grateful for the opportunity in small part to pay 
tribute to the all too short but very extraordinary life and legacy of Dr. Adeline 
Fagan. I heard my father say often that a life in medicine is a life of certain 
sacrifice. Sadly, Dr. Fagan’s sacrifice is indeed the ultimate.

On behalf of my father, I want to offer the most sincere and heartfelt thanks 
and appreciation to the Onondaga County Medical Society for the creation 
and continuation of the Jerry Hoffman Advocacy Award and for illuminating 
the life and daily sacrifice of all medical professionals by honoring Dr. Adeline 
Fagan.

The Hoffman family will continue to keep the Fagan Family in our thoughts 
and prayers.

Thank you.

Kathleen Davis
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MLMIC Insurance Company provides New York 
physicians from Buffalo to the Bronx with localized

risk management guidance, claims protection,
and underwriting support. Our policyholders 

enjoy benefits and expertise not found anywhere
else - supported by concierge-level service

every step of the way.

For malpractice insurance in New York,
nothing compares to MLMIC.

Learn More at MLMIC.com
or call 1-800-ASK-MLMIC.
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Thank you to all of the healthcare 
workers who selflessly give  

themselves to others 
 

Keep your families and community safe 

Wear a mask and social distance 
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WELCOME 
New Members

Dr. Matthew Dabski 
Dr. Matthew Dabski is a board-certified anesthesiologist 
with Upstate Medical Anesthesiology. Dr. Dabski received 
his medical degree from Poznan University of Medical 
Sciences in Poznan, Poland. He did his residency at State 
University of New York Downstate in Brooklyn, NY, where 
he served as Anesthesiology Chief Resident. He then 
completed a fellowship in Adult Cardiothoracic 
Anesthesiology at State University at Buffalo School of 
Medicine. Dr. Dabski is fluent in English, Spanish and 
Polish. He can be reached at his office at UH 4143, 750 E. 
Adams St., Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-4720.

Dr. Kristine Faulknham
Dr. Kristine Faulknham is a family medicine physician with 
FamilyCare Medical Group. She received her medical 
degree from SUNY Upstate and did her residency at the 
University of Connecticut. Her interests within Family 
Medicine include pediatrics and women’s health. Dr. 
Faulknham can be reached at her office located at 436 
Hinsdale Road, Camillus, NY, (315) 488-0996. She is 
currently accepting new patients.

Dr. James Francescangeli 
Dr. James Francescangeli is an anesthesiologist with Upstate 
Medical Anesthesiology Group. Dr. Francescangeli received 
his medical degree from Temple University School of 
Medicine in Philadelphia, and did his anesthesiology 
residency and a critical care fellowship at Pennsylvania State 
University’s Milton S. Hershey Medical Center in Hershey, 
PA. Dr. Francescangeli recently co-authored a publication 
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titled “The Serotonin Syndrome: From Molecular 
Mechanisms to Clinical Practice.” He is board-certified in 
anesthesiology and critical care medicine. He currently 
serves as Advanced Trauma Lifesaving Instructor for Fort 
Sam Houston, Naval Medical Center Portsmouth, and 
SUNY Upstate Medical University. Dr. Fancescangeli can be 
reached at his office located at UH 4143, Upstate University 
Hospital, 750 East Adams Street, Syracuse, NY, (315) 
464-4720. 

Dr. Kristina Go 
Dr. Kristina Go is a board-certified surgeon with University 
Surgical Associates, LLC. Dr. Go received her medical 
degree from the University of Pittsburgh. She did her 
residency in general surgery at University of Florida and 
completed a fellowship in Colon and Rectal Surgery at Beth 
Israel Deaconess Medical Center. Dr. Go can be reached at 
her office at 750 E. Adams St., UH 8141, (315) 464-6271. 
She is currently accepting new patients. 

Dr. Sriharsha Gowtham
Dr. Sriharsha Gowtham is board-certified internist 
practicing with University Internists. He is a hospitalist and 
primary care physician. Dr. Gowtham received his medical 
degree and did his residency at SUNY Upstate Medical 
University. Dr. Gowtham can be reached at his office 
located at 550 Harrison Street, Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-
8668. He is currently accepting new patients.

Dr. Matthew Hanlon
Dr. Matthew Hanlon is a board-certified surgeon with 
University Surgical Associates, LLC, specializing in 
transplant surgery. Dr. Hanlon received his medical degree 
from Rutgers New Jersey Medical School and did his 
general surgery residency at SUNY Upstate Medical Center. 
He then completed a fellowship in Transplant & 
Hepatopancreatobiliary Surgery at Medstar-Georgetown 
Medical Center. He can he reached at his office at UH 8141, 
750 East Adams Street, Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-7329.

file:///Users/janesadler/Desktop/OCMS_December%20Bulletin/ART/Text/The%20Serotonin%20Syndrome:%20From%20Molecular
file:///Users/janesadler/Desktop/OCMS_December%20Bulletin/ART/Text/The%20Serotonin%20Syndrome:%20From%20Molecular
https://youtu.be/3TX-ZiewPBs
https://youtu.be/3TX-ZiewPBs
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Dr. Michaela Kollisch-Singule
Dr. Michaela Kollisch-Singule is a board-certified surgeon 
with University Surgical Associates, LLC. She received her 
medical degree from SUNY Upstate Medical University. Dr. 
Kollisch Single can be reached at her office, located at 725 
Irving Avenue, Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-2878.

Dr. Michael Luca 
Dr. Michael Luca is a board-certified surgeon with 
University Surgical Associates, LLC, specializing in trauma 
surgery. He received his medical degree from Lake Erie 
College. Dr. Luca can be reached at his office, located at 750 
E. Adams St., (315) 464-5540. 

Dr. Robert Kale
Dr. Robert Kale is a board-certified anesthesiologist with 
Upstate Medical Anesthesiology. He received his medical 
degree from St. George’s University School of Medicine in 
Grenada, West Indies, from which he graduated cum laude. 
He did his internal medicine residency at Saint Barnabas 
Medical Center in Livingston, New Jersey, and his 
anesthesiology residency at Upstate Medical University, 
where he served as Chief Resident. He then did a fellowship 
at the Medical College of Wisconsin, Children’s Hospital of 
Wisconsin, where he was selected as the administrative 
fellow in the Department of Pediatric Anesthesiology. Dr. 
Kale publications include Kale’s Anesthesia Clinical 
Reference, a clinical reference book written for anesthesia 
residents and medical students. Dr. Kale specializes in 
pediatric anesthesiology, and can be reached at 750 E. 
Adams St., Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-4720.

Dr. Kristin Kelly 
Dr. Kristin Kelly is a board-certified surgeon with 
University Surgical Associates, LLC. Dr. Kelly specializes in 
general surgery, colon and rectal surgery, and complex 
general surgical oncology. She received her medical degree 
from SUNY Upstate Medical University, and did her 
residency at University of Rochester Medical Center. She 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbH8GnMZwts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CbH8GnMZwts
https://www.kalesanesthesia.com/clinical-reference-book?pgid=jt20qrnj-6c844305-2a87-4c0f-b6fc-63ef0d5cf123
https://www.kalesanesthesia.com/clinical-reference-book?pgid=jt20qrnj-6c844305-2a87-4c0f-b6fc-63ef0d5cf123
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also did two fellowships, one in Complex General Surgical 
Oncology at University of Miami, and one in colorectal 
surgery at University of Rochester Medical Center. She can 
be reached at her office located at UH 8141, 750 E. Adams 
St., Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-4295. 

Dr. Anthony Mangano
Dr. Anthony Mangano is a radiologist with Crouse 
Radiology. He can be reached at his office located at 5008 
Brittonfield Parkway, Ste. 100, in East Syracuse, NY, (315) 
234-7500. 

Dr. John Oehler
Dr. John Oehler is an anesthesiologist with Upstate 
Anesthesiology. Dr. Oehler received his medical degree 
from Ross University, Portsmouth, Dominica. He did his 
anesthesia residency at Upstate Medical University, and 
completed a pediatric anesthesia fellowship at URMC, 
Rochester, NY. Dr. Oehler can be reached at his office 
located at UH 4143, 750 E. Adams St., Syracuse, NY,  
(315) 464-4720.

Dr. Lauren Rabach 
Dr. Lauren Rabach is a board-certified surgeon specializing 
in Bariatric Surgery. She practices with University Surgical 
Associates, LLP. Dr. Rabach received her medical degree 
from Drexel University College of Medicine and did her 
residency at University of South Florida. She completed a 
fellowship in Bariatrics and Advanced GI/MIS at Loma 
Linda University. Dr. Rabach can be reached at her office 
located at POB North 2B, 4900 Broad Road, Syracuse, NY, 
(315) 492-5036. She is currently accepting new patients.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oo3kFxpaPSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Oo3kFxpaPSo
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Dr. Seetha Ramanathan, MBBS, EMPA
Dr. Seetha Ramanathan, MBBS, EMPA, is a board-certified 
psychiatrist who recently joined as an assistant professor of 
psychiatry at SUNY Upstate Medical University. She serves 
as the Medical Director of Outpatient Adult Psychiatry, 
Division Chief of Maternal Mental Health and Research 
Director for Suicide Prevention. Before joining Upstate,  
Dr. Ramanathan worked at Hutchings Psychiatry Center,  
a NYS Office of Mental Health facility for 7 years.  Dr. 
Ramanathan has been actively involved in the development 
of a number of community-oriented clinical programs 
including specialized services for maternal mental health 
and suicide prevention (ASSIP). She has also been actively 
involved in several community-based mental health 
activities related to increasing awareness about mental 
illness, and infant and early childhood mental health. Dr. 
Ramanathan has over 30 peer-reviewed publications and 
has received funding from NIH, SAMHSA, NARSAD, 
Health Foundation of Western and Central NY and the 
ZeroToThree Foundation.

Dr. Mohan Ramdas 
Dr. Mohan Ramdas is a board-certified anesthesiologist 
with Upstate Medical Anesthesiology. He received his 
medical degree from Ross University School of Medicine, 
Portsmouth, Dominica, West Indies, and completed 
residencies in internal medicine and anesthesiology at 
Upstate Medical University. Dr. Ramdas can be reached at 
his office, 750 E. Adams St., Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-4720. 

Dr. Kathryn Palomino 
Dr. Kathryn Palomino is a board-certified orthopedic 
surgeon with Upstate Orthopedics, who specializes in 
pediatric orthopedic surgery. She received her medical 
degree from SUNY Health Science Center at Syracuse 
College of Medicine and completed an internship in 
general surgery and residency in orthopedic surgery at 
Upstate Medical Center. Dr. Palomino then did a fellowship 
in pediatric orthopedics at Hospital For Special Surgery.  

https://www.zerotothree.org/
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She can be reached at her office, located at The Upstate 
Bone & Joint Center, 6620 Fly Road, Suite 100, East 
Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-8624.

Dr. Sheikh Abdul Salam Saleem
Dr. Sheikh Abdul Salam Saleem is a gastroenterologist who 
has recently joined the practice of Gastroenterology & 
Hepatology of CNY. Dr. Saleem received his medical degree 
from Lahore Medical and Dental College, Punjab, Pakistan. 
He then did a residency in internal medicine at Bassett 
Healthcare.

Dr. Saleem can be reached at his office, located at 5112 W. 
Taft Road in Liverpool, NY (315) 452-3235. He is currently 
taking new patients.

Dr. Stephen Thomas 
Dr. Stephen Thomas is a Professor of Medicine, 
Microbiology & Immunology, and an Infectious Diseases 
physician-scientist from SUNY Upstate Medical University. 
He is Chief of SUNY Upstate’s Division of Infectious 
Diseases and Director of the Institute for Global Health and 
Translational Science. As the IGHTS Director, he leads 
multiple education, research, and clinical service initiatives. 
Dr. Thomas specializes in the study of viruses and vaccine 
development. During COVID, he has led SUNY Upstate’s 
Incident Command and his team initiated numerous 
experimental COVID treatment trials. He recently was 
appointed lead principal investigator for Pfizer/BioNTech 
global phase 3 COVID-19 vaccine trial. Dr. Thomas played 
key leadership roles in the U.S. government response to the 
West Africa Ebola outbreak (2014-2016) and MERS-CoV 
and Zika epidemics and was instrumental in the 
development and advancement of vaccines for each. His 
current research activities include developing vaccines and 
drugs against mosquito and tick-borne illnesses, 
development of vaccines against opioid use disorders, and 
field studies exploring global health challenges. He advises 
the WHO, US government, academic, and industry 
partners on global health and biomedical research and 
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development topics. Dr. Thomas earned his Medical Degree 
from Albany Medical College and completed his Internal 
Medicine residency and Infectious Diseases fellowship at 
Walter Reed Army Medical Center. He provides both in-and 
out-patient infectious disease consultations, and can be 
reached at his office located at 725 Irving Ave., Ste. 311, in 
Syracuse, NY, (315) 464-5815. He is currently accepting 
new patients.

Dr. David Wormuth
Dr. David Wormuth, a thoracic surgeon, has recently joined 
Hematology Oncology Associates of CNY. Dr. Wormuth 
received his medical degree from the SUNY Health Science 
Center at Syracuse, and a Master of Public Health from 
Harvard School of Public Health. He is board-certified in 
general surgery, thoracic surgery, and clinical informatics. 
Dr. Wormuth serves as Chair of the Department of Surgery 
at St. Joseph’s Hospital and Section Head for Thoracic 
Surgery at Crouse Hospital, and as a clinical assistant 
professor at SUNY Health Science Center at Syracuse. He is 
also an attending surgeon for all the Syracuse area hospitals, 
including the Veterans Administration Hospital. Dr. 
Wormuth is Past President of the NYS Chapter of the 
American College of Surgeons and current American 
College of Surgeons Governor, as well as Chairman of the 
Society of Thoracic Surgeons Informatics Task Force. He is 
currently accepting new patients and can be reached at his 
office located at 5008 Brittonfield Parkway, Ste. 700, East 
Syracuse, (315) 472-7504. 
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http://www.fitnessafter50.net
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Digital Support for the 
Psychological Wellbeing of 
Frontline Healthcare Workers 

FRED WILSON, MS

We need only listen to the local news to realize the 
increasing number of COVID-19 cases being 

diagnosed in Onondaga county. This trend is already 
starting to impact healthcare workers and it may get 
worse before it gets better. 

Anticipating this trend in early 2020, researchers in the 
United Kingdom (UK) (Blake et al. 2020) developed and 

evaluated a digital learning package to assist healthcare employers in protecting 
the psychological wellbeing of UK healthcare workers during the pandemic. 
The package was designed to (1) inform users about the psychological issues 
during and after the pandemic, (2) normalize psychological responses of 
healthcare workers to COVID-19, and (3) encourage workers to seek help by 
providing evidence-based information, support, and signposting for users of 
the package. 

Called, “Psychological Wellbeing in Healthcare workers: Mitigating the 
Impacts of COVID-19,” the evidence-based package shows team leaders how 
to provide psychologically safe spaces for workers and provides guidance on 
peer and family support, self-care strategies (work breaks, shift work, fatigue, 
healthy lifestyle behaviors), and managing emotions (grief, fear, guilt, anxiety, 
depression). The package was developed using Agile technology which included 
rigorous peer-review and evaluation with a diverse group of healthcare workers 
in the UK. The online package is available to healthcare workers in the hospital 
or community settings worldwide. 

Seven days after the package was made available, the package was accessed 
more than 17,000 times and users indicated high satisfaction with content, 
usability, and utility. 
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To access the United Kingdom (UK) (Blake et al. 2020) article on Pub.Med, 
click here. 

To go directly to the referenced online package click here.

A similar package, developed by Dr. Jeff Katzman at the University of  
New Mexico and updated in November of this year, will also be helpful at 
https://hsc.unm.edu/echo/_docs/covid-global-conversation/11.30_didactic.pdf

Statewide COVID-19 Labs 

Real-time Alerting 

Patient Lookup 

WE ARE YOUR 
HEALTH INFORMATION 
EXCHANGE

healtheconnections.org     info@healtheconnections.org     (315) 671-2241 ext. 5

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7246821/
https://hsc.unm.edu/echo/_docs/covid-global-conversation/11.30_didactic.pdf
http://healtheconnections.org
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The Legal 
Treatment

DAVID N. VOZZA, ESQ.

What’s on the Horizon for 2021?

While we are looking forward to the end of a 
tumultuous year, it is incumbent on all of 

those who are involved in the fight against COVID-19 
to consider what was learned, acknowledge where 
efforts went wrong, celebrate collective achievements, 
and transition the provision of medicine to comport 
with the ever-changing needs of patients. One of the 
more prominent successes has been the increasing 
utilization of telehealth services. Indeed, long-
standing and antiquated regulations were suddenly 

lifted allowing millions of patient encounters to take place remotely. We 
now know that telemedicine remains an integral part of our response to the 
pandemic, serving to: a) ensure patients remain safe at home; b) conserve 
precious PPE; and c) provide a much-needed revenue stream to medical 
practices around the country.

In early December 2020, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services 
(“CMS”) released the annual Physician Fee Schedule final rule (“PFS”) making 
permanent a number of expansions to telehealth services covered by Medicare. 
Having added 144 types of telehealth services at the onset of the pandemic, 
the PFS permanently codified nine (9), including group psychotherapy and 
home visits. The PFS also an provided for an additional 59 types of telehealth 
services in an effort to test their efficacy until the current health emergency 
expires, including emergency department visits, physical therapy, and neonatal 
care. These changes serve as an opportunity for physicians to provide optimal 
care and expand their practices during a crisis which once made both of those 
aims seem impossible. Telehealth is not without risk, however, and physicians 
are encouraged to consider the following guidelines:

David N. Vozza, Esq.
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• Sign up for to the Office of Inspector General and Office of Medicaid 
Inspector General email lists which provide alerts by those agencies as to the 
latest telehealth trends, advisories and related investigations;

• Be aware of HMO and commercial payor rules related to appropriately 
billing for telehealth and related services;

• Consult with healthcare attorneys, certified medical coders and colleagues 
regarding best practices;

• To the extent possible, maintain the same high standard of care for both 
telehealth and in-person patient encounters; and

• Maintain written policies and procedures in the event of a technical failure 
during a telehealth encounter.

Other relevant considerations are as follows:

• The technology available for utilization in telehealth services has been 
significantly expanded and includes commonly used smartphone 
applications such as Facetime, Facebook Messenger, Google Hangouts 
and Skype. It is essential that encryption be enabled when utilizing these 
applications;

• Do not utilize “public-facing” applications such as TikTok, Twitch or 
Instagram;

• The H.H.S. Office of Civil Rights (“OCR”) enforces patient privacy 
protections set forth in HIPAA/HITECH. The OCR has issued a Notification 
that it will not impose penalties for “good faith” violations of patient 
privacy in utilizing telehealth services during the pendency of the national 
emergency;

• At the onset of the pandemic, federal and state authorities issued protections 
providing practitioners immunity from any malpractice liability in 
connection with the diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19. Physicians must 
be aware that some states, including New York, are now taking measures to 
limit the scope of that immunity;

• As always, documentation is the best defense. Physicians are encouraged to 
document: a) a patients’ consent to telehealth service; b) the type of service/
application utilized; c) duration of the patient encounter; and d) what 
occurred during the service.

Another important recent development is the news that both Pfizer and 
Moderna appear to have obtained fast-track approval of their respective 
COVID-19 vaccines. Distribution of the vaccines are already underway, and 
the intended plan is to administer the same to the general public in order of 
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priority and risk based on age, co-morbidity and public service. An interesting 
issue which has yet to be substantially debated is whether government 
authorities or private employers can/will make taking the vaccine mandatory. 
The Courts are sure to be called upon to settle this debate as any such mandate 
(if allowable) would need to weigh the overall public good against citizens’ civil 
liberties.

Mandatory vaccinations are certainly not without precedent. The States do, in 
fact, have the constitutional authority to compel vaccination. That authority 
stems from the 1905 Supreme Court case, Jacobson v. Massachusetts, in which 
a Massachusetts resident challenged that State’s mandatory smallpox vaccine 
at the risk of a five dollar fine. Furthermore, there is precedent allowing certain 
private employers to compel employees to be vaccinated as a condition of 
employment. These private employer mandates have largely been sector-
dependent and focused on the healthcare industry. Given the current hyper-
politicized climate, it seems unlikely that a federal or state mandate would ever 
come to fruition. However, healthcare practitioners should be prepared for the 
strong likelihood that they will be subject to some variation of a mandate by 
private employers and health systems.

If you have any questions about the material covered here, or any related 
matters, please feel free to contact me directly at dnvozza@norris-law.com.
Norris McLaughlin, P.A.

 This alert provides information about current legal developments of 
general interest in the area of health care. The information contained 
in this alert should not be construed as legal advice and readers should 
not act upon such without professional counsel. Copyright © 2020 
Telemedicine and COVID-19 Vaccination – What’s on the Horizon for 
2021?

mailto:dnvozza%40norris-law.com?subject=
mailto:dnvozza%40norris-law.com?subject=
http://www.norrismclaughlin.com
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Covid-19 Pandemic 
Highlights Importance  
of Cyber Insurance 

BY KATHLEEN SELLERS, JD, CLU© 
Vice President, Charles J. Sellers & Co., Inc.

In addition to all the other challenges that businesses have faced in 2020, 
cyber crime has been increasing, as cyber criminals have exploited 

vulnerabilities created by the Covid-19 pandemic. The pandemic has changed 
how many businesses, including medical practices, do business. More people 
are working from home, using home networks and sometimes personal 
devices, which tend to be less secure than dedicated office networks and 
equipment. We are all increasingly reliant on online communication tools, 
with people working from different locations and face-to-face interactions 
limited. The use of telehealth services has grown exponentially since the 
pandemic started. All of these changes – resulting in more business taking 
place online -- translate into new opportunities for bad cyber actors.

Some of these bad actors are taking advantage of pandemic-related anxiety, 
sending emails in which they pretend to be from a health authority like the 
CDC, or from a government loan program. The most common cyber threat 
that businesses face continues to be ransomware attacks, which are increasing 
in number and severity. In a ransomware attack, a cybercriminal introduces 
malicious software that blocks access to a computer system and demands 
a ransom for unblocking it. According to an insurance industry study, 
ransomware attacks grew by nearly 50 percent in the second quarter of 2020 
(after the pandemic began) as compared to the first quarter. The amount of 
ransom demands is increasing, as is the average length of time it takes for a 
business to restore its systems and resume operations. 

Healthcare businesses are a particular target during the pandemic. In October 
2020, a Joint Cybersecurity Advisory was issued by the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) titled 
“Ransomware Activity Targeting the Healthcare and Public Health Sector.”  
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The advisory alerted the healthcare sector to “tactics, techniques, and 
procedures (TTPs) used by cybercriminals against targets in the Healthcare 
and Public Health Sector (HPH) to infect systems with ransomware, notably 
Ryuk and Conti, for financial gain.” While ransomware attacks against large 
hospital systems, health insurers, and public health entities grab headlines, 
medical practices of all sizes are at risk as well.

There are many steps that a business can take to improve its security, including 
stepping up employee training, hardening IT defenses, and implementing 
security patches on a timely basis. It’s also an important time to purchase cyber 
insurance, if it isn’t already in place, and to review cyber coverage, if it is. (In 
a recent survey by Travelers Insurance, 51% of businesses surveyed reported 
having purchased a cyber insurance policy.) Cyber insurance packages together 
a broad range of coverages, including:

• Coverage for business interruption losses arising from a computer network 
outage

• Cyber crime coverage, covering losses from social engineering, phishing, 
and other types of financial fraud

• Cyber extortion and ransomware coverage, including coverage for payment 
of a ransom demand

• Coverage for third party claims alleging legal liability for damages related to 
a cyber event

• Breach response and remediation expenses, including the cost to notify 
individuals affected by a breach, along with IT and attorney costs incurred 
to investigate and remediate a breach

The terms of cyber insurance policies can vary, so it’s important to consult 
with an agent or broker who’s knowledgeable about the coverage, and who 
can help you select coverages and limits that properly address the risks that a 
particular business faces. Most cyber insurance policies also provide pre-loss 
mitigation services, to help avoid or mitigate a cyber event, at no or reduced 
cost, such as employee training or identification of network vulnerabilities. In 
addition to reviewing the types of coverage offered, it’s important to review 
coverage limits in light of the business’s particular circumstances.

Cyber insurance, which has become increasingly important in recent years, 
is now more critical to have than ever, with changes brought about by the 
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Covid-19 pandemic. All businesses, and healthcare businesses in particular, 
need to review their cyber insurance coverage, so that if a cyber incident 
occurs, the right resources are available to restore operations and minimize 
financial loss.

1.  Frequency of Cyber Events Targeting Businesses Increasing: Travelers, 
Insurance Journal, Dec. 11, 2020.

2.  Joint Cybersecurity Advisory - AA20-302A - Ransomware Activity Targeting 

the Healthcare and Public Health Sector (cisa.gov)

3.  Frequency of Cyber Events Targeting Businesses Increasing: Travelers, 
Insurance Journal, Dec. 11, 2020
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Healthy Families Division

John H. Mulroy Civic Center · 421 Montgomery Street, Syracuse, NY 13202
Phone 315.435.2000 ·  Fax 315.435.5033

J. Ryan McMahon II, County Executive · Indu Gupta, MD, MPH,  
Commissioner of Health

Flu Vaccination Reminder During the 
COVID-19 Pandemic

Author: Andrea Flood, MPH 

Public Health Educator, Onondaga County Health Department 
Immunization Program

As we are entering another flu season, the Immunization Program of 
Onondaga County Health Department (OCHD) would like to remind you 
of the importance of the flu vaccine in the midst of the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic. Although the non-pharmaceutical interventions for COVID-19 
implemented in the Southern Hemisphere might have contributed to the 
decline in influenza virus circulation in the 2020 season, it is not yet clear 
what the situation will be in the United States this winter. The simultaneous 
circulation of these two respiratory infections in the community could exert 
significant added stress to the population, the workforce, and disruption of the 
health care system.

To reduce the negative impact of influenza this flu season the OCHD 
recommends:

• Universal promotion and encouragement of seasonal flu vaccines. 

• Prevent transmission of the virus by staying home when you are sick, 
wearing a face covering, observing social distancing, frequent handwashing, 
and proper cough etiquette.
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• Facilitate early diagnosis and treatment: Implement rapid flu point of care 
tests at all outpatient care facilities to diagnose flu illness in a timely fashion. 
Prescribe flu antivirals to prevent severe flu illness especially in patients at 
risk for severe complications.

Tips to making a strong flu vaccine recommendation:

• Share the reasons why an influenza vaccine is right for the patient given 
their health characteristics and the current COVID-19 pandemic.

• Highlight positive experiences with influenza vaccine to reinforce the 
benefits and strengthen confidence.

• Explain the potential costs of getting the flu, such as serious health effects 
and time loss with family and at work.

• Remind patients that influenza vaccine protects them and their loved ones 
from serious flu illness and related complications.

We encourage all providers and pharmacies to enter all flu vaccine 
administrations (and other vaccinations) into the New Yok State 
Immunization Information System (NYSIIS). NYSIIS is a free, web-based 
statewide immunization information system which maintains computerized 
immunization data of persons of all ages in a confidential and secure manner. 
These data will be very important during the SARS CoV-2 vaccination drive 
when vaccine becomes available in the future. Call (315) 435-2000 with 
questions or for assistance with NYSIIS.

Remember, your strong influenza vaccine recommendation is one of the 
most important factors in patients accepting the vaccine!

Visit us: www.onhealthyfamilies.com  ·  Follow us: facebook.com/
HealthyFamiliesOnondaga

http://www.onhealthyfamilies.com
http://facebook.com
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In Memoriam

Frederick Parker, Jr., M.D.

Dr. Frederick Parker Jr., M.D., a life member of the 
Onondaga County Medical Society and 2019 recipient 
of the OCMS Commendable Service by a Retired 
Physician to the Community Award, passed away on 
December 5, 2020. He was 84.

Dr. Parker received his MD from the University of 
Rochester Medical School in 1962. From 1968-1970 
he served as Chief of Surgical Services and consultant 
in general surgery at Fairchild Air Force Base near 

Spokane, Washington. He then returned to Albany Medical Center to finish his 
surgical residency and cardiothoracic fellowship.

Dr. Parker, his wife, Ginny, and their children, Amy and Matthew, moved to 

Syracuse in 1971 where he was appointed Assistant Professor of Surgery at 

SUNY Upstate Medical University.

In 1976 he was appointed Chief of the Division of Cardiothoracic Surgery 

and in 1981 was named Professor of Surgery. In 1990, he became Chair of the 

Surgery Department and remained in this position until he retired in 2001, 

when he was named Emeritus Professor of Surgery. He joyfully taught medical 

students, always inquiring about their hometowns and expressing great interest 

in getting to know them. He trained generations of surgery residents, and 

dozens of cardiothoracic surgeons who today practice to the highest standards 

of excellence and patient care around the world, carrying on his legacy.

After retiring from SUNY Upstate Medical University, Dr. Parker continued 

fundraising for organizations he loved. These included SUNY Upstate Medical 

University, the Upstate Foundation, Syracuse Symphony Orchestra/Symphoria, 

Syracuse Stage, the Central New York Chapter of the Nature Conservancy, Tug 
Hill for Tomorrow Land Trust, SUNY College of Environmental Science and 
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Forestry, and the University of Rochester Medical School.

His deep devotion and quiet persistence enabled him to be quite successful 
in raising money. Dr. Parker is survived by his wife Virginia; his daughter, 
Amy and her husband Paul Stein; his son, Matthew and his wife Ying Zhou; 
his beloved grandchildren, Kyler and Sophie Parker; his sister in-law, Abby 
Anderson; his brother in-law, Steve Barnes; his nephew, John Parker, M.D. and 
his wife Sheila Parker and their children Matt and Meg; his niece, Kirsten Basch 
and her husband Jonathan Basch and their children Nathan and Adam; and 
his nephew, David Anderson and his wife Kellie Anderson and their children 
Jack, Mollie and Adie. He is also survived by his first cousins, Seth Strickland, 
Cynthia Strickland, Carter (Nan) Strickland, Marcia Davis, Allan Letherland, 
John Decker, M.D., Jane Decker Hopeman, Anne Decker Gaughan, and 
Margaret Decker; and their children and grandchildren.

The family is planning a memorial service at Weiskotten Hall when it is safe for 
people to gather. He will be buried this spring in Lowville, NY.

Donations can be made in Dr. Parker’s memory to, The Upstate Foundation, 
750 East Adams Street, CAB Suite 326, Syracuse, NY 13210 or to, The Frederick 
Parker Jr., M.D., Endowed Lecture in Cardiothoracic Surgery at https://www.
upstatefoundation.org/parker.

To read Dr. Parker’s obituary in full, click here.

Neil Sillars Stewart, M.D. 

Neil Sillars Stewart, MD, a life member of the 
Onondaga County Medical Society, passed away 
on Tuesday, November 24, 2020. He was 91. Dr. 
Stewart received his M.D. from Temple University in 
Philadelphia, PA. He completed his graduate medical 
training at The Delaware Hospital, Wilmington, DE, 
and at the SUNY Health Science Center at Syracuse, 
NY. He served in the Army Medical Corps and Army 
Reserves for a number of years. 

Dr. Stewart began his own practice in Camillus, NY, and was later a founding 
partner of Pediatric Associates. He also served as Clinical Associate Professor 

https://www.upstatefoundation.org/parker
https://www.upstatefoundation.org/parker
https://obits.syracuse.com/obituaries/syracuse/obituary.aspx?n=frederick-parker&pid=197278760&fhid=22221
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of Pediatrics at SUNY Health Science Center at Syracuse, where he helped 
to create a nurse practitioner program. In 1990, he received The President’s 
Award for Voluntary Faculty Service. Dr. Stewart is survived by his wife of 6 
years, Elizabeth Gardner; three daughters, Gwyneth Stewart of Cincinnati, OH, 
Bronwyn Ship of Canandaigua, NY, Rhyssa Johnson of Pittsburgh, PA; three 
sons, A. Bruce Stewart of Oneida, NY, David Stewart of Syracuse, NY, Allen 
Stewart of Boerne, TX; a sister, Mary Margaret Stewart of Gettysburg, PA; 11 
grandchildren and 1 great-grandchild. He was preceded in death by his wife 
of 56 years, Lilian Lewis Stewart. There will be no public services. Interment 
will be held in Syracuse, NY at a later date. Memorial Contributions in Dr. 
Stewart’s name may be made to: The Adirondack Experience, 9097 NY-30, Blue 
Mountain Lake, NY 12812. Arrangements have been entrusted to the Hoffman 
Funeral Home & Crematory, 2020 W. Trindle Rd., Carlisle, PA 17013. To sign 
the guestbook, please visit here.

MAKE THE RIGHT LOCATION DECISION
JOIN A DYNAMIC ROSTER OF SUCCESSFUL PRACTICES
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(315) 345-7373 
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maintain transparency.

We ensure prompt and accurate insurance 
payments from third party payers. We also 
offer patients multiple options for paying 
toward their balance.

 CHARGE CAPTURE about us

WHY CHOOSE US

DENIAL MANAGEMENT

AR FOLLOW-UP

payment POSTING

Dedicated Management Teams Who Know 
the Intricacies of Your Account 

Administration of Services for a Broad 
Spectrum of Medical Facilities

Proven Success in Revenue Cycle 
Management

Close Client Partnerships Built on Trust 
and Transparency

your 
healthcare business

partner

1001 West Fayette St. Suite 400 
Syracuse, NY 132041 (866) 310-2409clients@prldocs.com

www.prldocs.com

http://www.prldocs.com
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MLMIC is now part of Berkshire Hathaway.

For more than 40 years, MLMIC has been a leader in medical malpractice 
insurance.  In fact, we’re the #1 medical liability insurer in New York State.  
Now, as part of the Berkshire Hathaway family, we’re securing the future 
for New York’s medical professionals.

When it comes to medical malpractice insurance in New York, 
nothing compares to MLMIC.

Learn more at MLMIC.com or call (888) 996-1183.

http://www.MLMIC.com

